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Spring Quarter Newsletter, April - June 2016
It’s hard to believe that it’s already the end of another year of solar car.
Spring quarter seemed to fly by so quickly, and it seems like just yesterday
that we moved SC6 out of the autobay and started assembling what will
become SC7 on the welding table. Meanwhile, we’ve been testing SC6 out
of the north garage and making upgrades to the electrical system. We’re all
excited because FSGP is only 60 days away. It’s hard to wait
— Alexander Martin
Associate Project Manager

New Electrical Systems
Way back in winter quarter, the electrical team was working on designing and prototyping new circuitry
for SC6. These included battery temperature and current sensors, a new
DC-to-DC converter, and a new steering wheel controller. This spring,
we have been integrating the final
boards into the car and making sure
that it is all ready to pass scruitineering as soon as we get to the race.
In April, we did all-day array testing;
from sunrise to sunset we had the array on the roof of one of the buildings
on campus and collected data about

Ben Donahue (‘17 EE) and Spencer
Williams (‘16 CE) work on monitoring the
communications circuity on our batteries.

SC7 Frame Built
how much power it drew every 15
minutes. This data can help us determine how the car is going to perform
charging-wise at the race, which can
help us plan our day better. We will
conduct another test like this in the
few days prior to the race.

The software team worked on creating a robust telemetry and driver
communications system. We bought
some new antennas and a new driver
helmet with builtin bluetooth headphones and mic in order to make it
easier for the driver to hear in the
noisy car environment.

This quarter the mechanical team
undertook welding the frame of SC7.
Mechanical team members started
practicing welding in the last few
weeks of winter quarter. We trained
6 welders in total—enough for 3
teams of 2—including two freshmen
members (Emily Feng, ‘19 ME; David
Geng ‘19 ME). Welding training began with practice creating good weld
beads on a flat plate, and progressed
though joining plates, butt welding
tubes, and finally to welding coped
tubes of sample material. Meanwhile,
we were also planning and building
our frame jigging.
The jigging for the frame consisted
of two components; three large aluminum base plates and a bunch of
smaller wooden components that

(continued on next page)

were made with the laser cutter. To
make the aluminum plate, we used
the waterjet, which is a cutting machine that can cut metal using a mixture of water and sand sprayed out
in a thin jet at more than 50,000 psi.
The waterjet allows us to make holes,
and more complicated shapes, in accurate locations much more quickly
that would be possible using a drill.

On top of the aluminum base plates
sat smaller pieces to hold up individual tubes of the frame. These were
made of flat pieces of wood that was
cut using a laser cutter and then assembled into a 3D structure . Having
these components be disassemblable
was very convenient while welding
because we could remove jigging
pieces that got in our way.
When the jigging was all built, we began welding the actual tubes together. We started with several flat sections, such as the bottom where the
driver sits, and clamped all the tubes
there down with hose clamps keep
them from warping as we welded.

Over the next four weeks, the three
welding teams came in for 5 to 10
hours a week each (in addition to
the regular 5 hour weekend work
sessions) to work on piecing the rest
of the tubes on bit by bit. By Week 7,
we had 90% of the tubes in and were
able to take the frame out of the jigging to turn it over so that we could
reach welds on the bottom that we
hadn’t been able to complete.

For the last three weeks of the quarter, we worked on machining the
suspension tabs and creating separate jigging for the roll cage tubes. By
the end of the quarter, the roll cage
had been attached, and most of the
tab jigging was created. When we get
back in Fall 2016, we have only a few
finishing welds to complete.
Images Top Left: Alex Silver (‘17 MAT-SCI) welds a
joint on the frame. Top Left: A CAD model of a laser
cut frame jigging piece. Middle: A side-by-side comparison of the frame model and actual frame. Bottom:
The frame, in jigging.
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New T shirts

Member Highlight

In preparation for the races this summer, team members Alexander Martin (‘17 ME) and Kerui Tan (‘18 CS)
teamed up to create new T-shirts for
the team. The design uses artwork of
SC6 from our team’s poster in front
of a flaming circle representing the
sun. The back of the shirt is filled
with our sponsors and team logo. In
addition, the left sleeve will sport the
Northwestern wordmark, ASC and
FSGP logos, and a large number 11
as our team’s number.

David Geng (‘19 ME) is a freshman in
mechanical engineering from Solon,
OH. He is the oldest in his family and
is interested in working in the automotive industry.
David knew he wanted to join one
of the car teams right away when he
came to Northwestern. “It felt like
solar car was the most innovative...
the most useful of the three teams,”
he said, “I felt like my skills in Solidworks became better, also, learning
to weld was pretty fun.” David explained that he also learned how bigger projects are managed and how
the work can divided up into small
units that individuals can work on.

David’s interest in engineering started when he was young, playing with
LEGOs®. In middle school he competed and eventually captianed his
schools Science Olympiad team,
which won two national silver medals. His favorite events involved, he
says, “car stuff,” including one where
participants had to build a completely mechanical powered car which
would follow a certain route, stopping and making turns at the correct
time, without any form of electrical
control system.
In the next few years, David hopes
to become part of the leadership on
NUsolar and help build and design
our next two vehicles.
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Below: David Geng (‘19 ME) inspects one of the
joints on the frame of SC7 as he prepares to grind
a tube to fit to it.

NUsolar Visits Adler

One of our big outreach events this
quarter was taking the car down to
Adler Planetarium for their Earthfest
celebration on Sunday, April 24th.
During this 4-hour event, we showed
off the car to Chicagoans and talked
about sustainability and solar power.
Over 200 people stoped by our table right outside the entrance to the
planetarium. A lot of people were impressed by how fast the car could go
and the fact that we race it halfway
across the country. Kids were especially interested. The topshell was
proped between two tables, and they
loved crawling under it and sticking
their head up into the canopy, seeing
what it would be like to drive a solar
car.

Sarah McFarland with Spencer Williams (‘16 CE)
looks at SC6. Sarah is one of our biggest fans.

Spencer Williams (‘16 CE) holds a “sleeping flamingo” pose with his parting gift, a signed team photo.
Our PM, electrical lead for the past two years, he
will be working at 89robotics in downtown Chicago, before accepting a position at McMaster Carr.

Have questions or comments? Want to get involved? Visit us online:

www.nusolar.org

www.youtube.com/user/nusolar

www.facebook.com/weracesolarcars
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